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1. Read 1 Corinthians 6:12. Paul uses the word enslavement (or mastered) to describe the 

trap of following the urge to engage in impure practices. How is this an appropriate term to 
use when we face and succumb to temptations? 

 
 
 
 
 
2. In Romans, Paul explains that we have a choice of being slaves to sin or being slaves to 

righteousness (Romans 6:15-23).  The term slavery has negative connotations but how 
does being a slave to righteousness lead to purity and to, ironically, being truly free? How 
has this been true in your life? 

 
 
 

 
 

3. Jesus spoke of this enslavement to sin and to the opportunity we have to be set free from it. 
Read John 8:31-38. What is Jesus’ teaching here for the Pharisees? How does He say they 
can be set free? From a discipline perspective, what is Jesus saying is a necessary part of 
our preparation and practice toward living a life that strives toward purity and true freedom?  

 
 
 
 

 
4. The Letter of James contains very practical guidance for us on avoiding sin. First, read 

James 1:12-15. What is his point about how we can be lured away from our pursuit of 
purity? Second, read James 4:17. What is James’ teaching about our ability to distinguish 
between right and wrong?  How are we enabled to make such distinctions and empowered 
to choose rightly? 
 
 
 

 
 
5. Returning to Paul and his Letter to the Romans, read v12:21. How does this phrase help 

you in combating sin in your life and lead you toward your pursuit of purity?  Do you have 
practical examples of this from your life that you can share with your group? 

 
 
 
 

 
6. Practice of the week: Share your insights as a result of doing the practice of the week from 

Jeff’s sermon notes. 
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Additional Considerations: 
x Paul’s letter to the church at Corinth covered many topics and challenges facing that young 

congregation, many having to do with cultural practices that church members used to follow 
and were still prevalent in the society in which they lived. How does one leave behind former 
addictions and old (bad) habits? Paul provides many practical teachings on specific issues 
and how the Corinthians should behave. But in chapter 13, Paul steps back and provides a 
broad teaching on being a Christian and how to relate to one another within the church that 
encompasses all he has laid out in his letter. How does his teaching in this chapter on the 
way of love set a foundation for our pursuit of purity and being free? 

x Written a couples of years after Paul wrote the first of two letters to the church at Corinth, 
the letter to the Romans has as a major theme that seeking after righteous requires faith 
(Romans 1:16-17).  When faced with temptation in a situation, how do you engage your faith 
to choose a path of purity versus sin? Why do you suppose that intentional act of stopping at 
that fork in the road (choosing right versus wrong) and considering a step of faith can make 
a difference in how you proceed? 

x Slavery, in terms of human bondage, was a common practice in the first century and there 
were good masters and bad. Today, we want to say that we have abolished slavery and the 
notion that we have masters but that is a false statement – human slavery is alive and well 
in many forms. In fact, we see extreme examples in the sex “industry” (e.g., pornography), in 
the workplace (e.g., exploitation of children), and in marriages (e.g., abusive relationships).  
We all fall under the mastery of a variety of influences. Consider gravity as a basic force that 
is irresistible; yet, it too can be overcome. To do so, we must move far away from the 
attractive force of earth’s mass. In deep space, there is little affect that other heavenly 
bodies have on us to weigh us down and draw us in. In this pure vacuum and vast absence 
of mass, deep space is the ideal place to be free of gravity. Of course, we can’t live there 
because we need all the stuff here on earth such as water, food, air and gravity to sustain 
our bodies. This does create a picture, though, of the spiritual life; it isn’t about here (our 
worldly existence). God’s free gift of grace is like being enabled to live in deep space without 
the weighing effect of gravity but to do so, we must be changed from what we are to 
something very different and new. Have you experienced this kind of weightlessness?  

x A long time adage applied in the world of politics, war, sports and business: the best 
defense is a good offense. How does this phrase fit with this study on purity with respect to 
loving others and doing good as opposed to just trying hard to not succumb to temptation? 

 

Quote of the week: Astronauts are inherently insane. And really noble.” ― Andy Weir, The 
Martian. 
 
Can you see yourself as an astronaut here on earth, trying to exist without the influences of 
what the world provides/offers and living instead of what God provides/offers? Insane, 
maybe…Paul said the world may see him as being foolish (1 Corinthians 4:10) but that’s was 
okay by him – the benefit outweighs the cost. Faith is involved, and through faith, we acquire 
this ‘noble’ state of righteousness – being saved, pure and free.   


